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Executive summary

America is in crisis. Employers say paradoxically they cannot find the right people to fill jobs even though the country is facing its highest unemployment rates in a generation. Competition with a rising China and India and their vast populations lend urgency to the need for the country as a whole to do a better job of educating its citizens.

The institutions to which the country would turn to help tackle this challenge—its colleges and universities—are facing a crisis of their own. There is a rising chorus of doubts about how much the institutions of higher education that have been such a part of the country’s past successes can be a part of the answer. Graduation rates have stagnated despite a long track record of serving increasing numbers of students over the past half century. None of America’s higher education institutions have ever served a large percentage of our citizens—many from low-income, African-American, and Hispanic families. The institutions are now increasingly beset by financial difficulties, and the recent financial meltdown is but a shadow of what is to come. The further looming state budget crises spell difficult times for many colleges and universities. And there is a growing acknowledgement that many American universities’ prestige came not from being the best at educating, but from being the best at research and from being selective and accepting the best and brightest—which all institutions have mimicked.

Our country’s dominant higher education policies have focused on expanding access for more than half a century—allowing more students to afford higher education. Yet changing circumstances mandate that we shift the focus of higher education policy away from how to enable more students to afford higher education to how we can make a quality postsecondary education affordable. The challenge before the country also mandates a new definition of quality from the perspective of students—so that the education is valuable to them and that through it they improve their lives and thus improve the country’s fortunes, too. And if a postsecondary education is fundamentally affordable—meaning lower in cost, not just price—this will also answer the question of how to extend access by enabling students to afford a higher education.
This report tackles these questions by treating the industry’s challenges, at their core, as problems of managing innovation effectively. It examines the industry of higher education through the lenses of the theories that have emerged from our research on innovation. A theory, by its very nature, is forward looking. It is a statement of what causes what and why, so a good theory allows you to predict the result of taking a certain action ahead of time. The theories employed in this paper were built inductively and have been tested deductively across categories and through anomalies. They have been employed to make innovation far more predictable in a range of sectors, from the for-profit to the nonprofit to the governmental and from the highly regulated to the deregulated.

This report does not provide “the answer” to fixing higher education. The problems confronting the country and its institutions of higher education are multifaceted and complex in nature. They defy an easy fix, especially given the diversity of higher education institutions in this country that are often in very different circumstances. Instead, our hope is that shining these challenges through the lens of these theories on innovation will provide some insights into how we can move forward and a language that allows people to come together to frame these challenges in ways that will create a much higher chance of success.

The disruptive innovation of online learning

The theory of disruptive innovation has significant explanatory power in thinking through the challenges and changes confronting higher education. Disruptive innovation is the process by which a sector that has previously served only a limited few because its products and services were complicated, expensive, and inaccessible, is transformed into one whose products and services are simple, affordable, and convenient and serves many no matter their wealth or expertise. The new innovation does so by redefining quality in a simple and often disparaged application at first and then gradually improves such that it takes more and more market share over time as it becomes able to tackle more complicated problems.

A disruptive innovation has a couple key elements or enablers that are particularly salient to the future of higher education. The first is a technology enabler. This allows the innovation, which starts in a simple application and competes first against nonconsumption—by serving people who were not able to be served or were not desirable to serve—to be “upwardly scalable” and improve year over year without replicating the cost structure of the old products and services it gradually replaces.
Online learning appears to be this technology enabler for higher education. It is for the first time disrupting higher education—and indeed helps explain much of the rapid growth in the up-start for-profit higher education sector over the last 10 years, even as many colleges and universities have struggled financially and had to cut back. Roughly 10 percent of students in 2003 took at least one online course. That fraction grew to 25 percent in 2008, was nearly 30 percent in the fall of 2009, and we project it will be 50 percent in 2014.1

The second element of a disruptive innovation is a business model innovation. Disruptive innovations are plugged into new models, which allow organizations to serve a job to be done in the lives of customers at this new lower price point or in this new, far more convenient fashion without extra cost. Plugging a disruptive innovation into an existing business model never results in transformation of the model; instead, the existing model co-opts the innovation to sustain how it operates. What this means is that, generally speaking, the disruption of higher education at public universities will likely need to be managed at the level of state systems of higher education, not at the level of the individual institutions, which will struggle to evolve. And if private universities are able to navigate this disruptive transition, they will have to do so by creating autonomous business units.

Furthermore, what we see when we examine the existing institutions of higher education through this lens is that for decades now they have offered multiple value propositions around knowledge creation (research), knowledge proliferation and learning (teaching), and preparation for life and careers. They have as a result become confections of the three generic types of business models—solution shops, value-adding process businesses, and facilitated user networks. This has resulted in extraordinarily complex—some might say confused—institutions where there are significant coordinative overhead costs that take resources away from research and teaching.

A typical state university today is the equivalent of having merged consulting firm McKinsey with Whirlpool’s manufacturing operations and Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company: three fundamentally different and incompatible business models all housed within the same organization. Using online learning in a new business model focused exclusively on teaching and learning, not research—and focused on highly structured programs targeted at preparation for careers—has meanwhile given several organizations a significant cost advantage and allowed them to grow rapidly.
This emerging disruptive innovation also presents an opportunity to rethink many of the age-old assumptions about higher education—its processes, where it happens, and what its goals are—and to use the disruptive start-up organizations to create institutions that operate very differently and more appropriately to address the country’s challenges. The first of these assumptions is that prestige is the domain of institutions that accept the best students and do the best research. Knowledge was scarce during the rise of America’s top universities and colleges, which implied that research and teaching should be coupled tightly. Yet that is no longer the case, as the amount of information on the Internet now attests. Online learning can enable learning to happen in a variety of contexts, locations, and times; it allows for a transformation of curriculum and learning. And tightly structured programs that do not offer students the ability to chart their own paths but are laser focused on preparing students for a career will often be beneficial both for mitigating costs and improving student outcomes for those historically poorly served by college. Policy and rankings should therefore not discourage their creation.

This emerging disruptive innovation also allows for an escape from the policies that focus on credit hours and seat time to one that ties progression to competency and mastery. Online learning courses can easily embed actionable assessments and allow students to accelerate past concepts and skills they understand and have mastered and instead focus their time where they most need help at the level most appropriate for them. Time is naturally a variable in online learning, so these courses can instead hold outcomes constant—and outcomes will be a more appropriate measure for judging students and institutions. Shifting policy to focus on outcomes rather than the build up of ancillary services for their own sake will encourage these services to wrap around and support each institution’s core value proposition and its students’ core jobs to be done.

Online learning is a natural medium and platform for many of these changes. And using the old assumptions and policies to measure its disruptive emergence is inappropriate and could hamstring the innovations so that they fail in their promise to deliver a more affordable, higher quality system for many more of the country’s population.

Several recommendations for policy makers flow from these observations. Policy makers should:

• **Eliminate barriers that block disruptive innovations and partner with the innovators to provide better educational opportunities.** It is critical to promote new, autonomous business models that have the freedom to re-imagine higher
education. Policymakers should not frame the disruptive players as threats, and instead see them as opportunities to bring affordable education to more people.

- **Remove barriers that judge institutions based on their inputs such as seat time, credit hours, and student-faculty ratios.** Too many of the disruptive innovations in higher education still focus on inputs and are time based. Policymakers should open up the policy environment to allow more institutions to use online education to move toward next-generation learning models focused around things such as competency-based learning with actionable assessments, not just make the traditional model of education more convenient.

- **Not focus on degree attainment as the sole measure of success.** Degrees are a proxy for skill attainment, but they are far from a perfect one, as seen in the amount of retraining that employers do as well as the current unemployment figures. Real outcomes and real mastery—as often shown in work portfolios for example—are more important.

- **Fund higher education with the aim of increasing quality and decreasing cost.** Policymakers should change access to federal funding from the all-or-nothing one of today to a sliding scale based on how one does relative to its peers on these dimensions. We call the formula we propose to jumpstart this policy a QV Index. The QV Index formula is composed of the 90-day hire rate plus change in salary over some amount of time divided by total revenue per conferral plus retrospective student satisfaction plus the cohort repayment rate indexed to credit scores.

- **Recognize the continued important of research institutions.** These institutions of higher education remain vital—indeed those that focus on research as well as those that train people for the academy will still be critically important for the country’s future. Most of America’s elite colleges and universities will continue to fulfill this job. But we should no longer force those institutions that are focused on teaching and learning to compete on the same metrics and play by the same rules. Pushing these institutions to adopt a mission of knowledge creation has created institutions that have two conflated value propositions and business models—and added significant overhead costs. We need institutions focused solely on knowledge proliferation—and need to regard those that do a good job on this dimension as being of high quality at what they were meant to do.

Recommendations for existing institutions of higher education also emerge from an understanding of disruptive innovation. These colleges and universities should:
• **Apply the correct business model for the task.** These institutions have conflated value propositions and business models, which creates significant, unsustainable overhead costs.

• **Drive the disruptive innovation.** Some institutions have this opportunity, but to do so, they need to set up an autonomous business model unencumbered by their existing processes and priorities. They can leverage their existing fixed resources in this autonomous model to give themselves a cost advantage over what to this point have been the low-cost disruptive innovators.

• **Develop a strategy of focus.** The historical strategy of trying to be great at everything and mimic institutions such as Harvard is not a viable strategy going forward.

• **Frame online learning as a sustaining innovation.** Institutions can use this new technology to disrupt the existing classroom model to extend convenience to many more students as well as provide a better learning experience.

American higher education is facing complex challenges, but there is significant reason for hope. Understanding the causal forces at play that have led us to where we are now and how these same forces will continue to interact and play out is critical to fashioning a dialogue that can shape the road ahead. Policymakers and heads of universities can use this understanding to come together to harness these forces and put in place the conditions to foster innovations that drive quality for students—and allow both the students and the country to move toward a much brighter future.
The shift in higher education

The United States is facing its highest unemployment rates in a generation. Yet many employers say they cannot find qualified Americans to hire. The country’s higher education institutions are seemingly a natural partner to help solve this problem, but they are facing their own set of problems. The majority of the world’s top-ranked universities remain in the United States according to most rankings as well as public perception around the world. Yet stagnation, financial struggles, and a rising chorus that questions their actual quality and what value they provide students increasingly besets the industry as a whole. There is doubt about whether the institutions as we have traditionally known them can be a part of the answer to America’s problems.

Challenges from abroad make the answer to this question all the more pressing. The United States has maintained its technological leadership in the world in significant part because our universities have attracted the highest-potential engineers and scientists from throughout the globe. These graduates found that America was an attractive home for them, as it was filled with opportunity to practice their professions and start the companies that have been the engine of America’s prosperity. This structural advantage is ceasing to exist.

As the economies of Israel, China, and India prosper, fewer of their best technologists feel the need to remain in, or even come to, the United States to pursue their career opportunities. The United States cannot afford to waste any talent or limit any of its citizens from realizing their fullest human potential given China and India’s sizable population. The United States population had the largest percentage of adults between the ages of 25 to 34 with a high school diploma and college degree 30 years ago, but university-level graduation rates across OECD countries have nearly doubled since then, and they have largely stagnated in the United States. The percentage of U.S. adults in that same age range with college degrees now lags behind that of many countries.
The United States’ dominant higher education policies during the past 50 years have focused on expanding access—allowing more students to afford higher education through such mechanisms as Pell Grants, student loans, and subsidies. These policies have had remarkable success, as the number of students enrolled in postsecondary institutions in the United States has tripled since 1965. Expanding access is still important. But as the above numbers illustrate, the strategy that has worked so well in the past has reached its limits. We can’t get to where we need to go from where we have been.

The economic crisis in traditional higher education

Many of America’s colleges and universities—hereafter called “traditional universities”—are plunging into economic crisis despite consistent increases in overall spending across higher education.6 Although the cancerous 4.9 percent annual cost increases plaguing the health care industry—9.8 percent in nominal terms—have grabbed the headlines most recently,7 the prices in higher education have been increasing even more rapidly as of late.

Undergraduate tuition has risen dramatically—at a 6.3 percent annual clip for nearly the last three decades—or 10 percent in nominal terms.8 According to the American Institute for Economic Research, the price of college tuition and fees increased 274.7 percent from 1990 to 2009, which was a faster increase than the price of any basket of goods and services outside of “cigarettes and other tobacco products.” The increase in the price of college ranks higher than even “hospital services, nursing homes, and adult day care,” which ticked in at a 245 percent increase over the same time period, whereas the overall Consumer Price Index increased 71 percent.9 The increase in the true cost of higher education has actually been hidden from many students and families over the years because gifts from alumni, earnings from private university endowments, subsidies from state tax revenues for public universities, and federal subsidies for students have been used to mitigate some costs. But universities are exhausting these mechanisms.

Endowments that took decades to build were decimated in 2008. State-supported schools have increasingly been shifting the burden of tuition to students and their families over the last 15 years,10 but students and their families were largely shielded from this until 2004, as aid increased so rapidly that the net price to students fell on average. Offsetting government dollars have not kept up as of late.11 State universities have felt the budget crunch and resorted to all sorts of devices to
try and stay afloat including cutting back on the number of students they enroll—at the very time the country needs more of its population to be educated. Severe governmental budget crises have only exacerbated the trend of shifting the costs of higher education to students and their families, which is likely to be far more intense in the future.

Federal, state, and local governments have enormous obligations to fund the health care costs of their current and retired employees—as well as the aging baby boomers. The appetite of these health care budgets will be far more difficult for lawmakers to suppress than spending on higher education, and we can say with some confidence that past budgetary crises in higher education are but a shadow of things to come. Even as universities have raised tuition prices year over year, as a whole they are facing economic models that are breaking. This means that these traditional institutions are unlikely to reach the populations we have not historically been able to educate well in the past—those who are all too often from low-income, African-American, and Hispanic populations.

These changing circumstances mandate that we shift the focus of higher education policy away from how we can enable more students to afford higher education no matter the cost to how we can make a quality postsecondary education affordable. This mandates a new definition of quality from the point of view of the students—so that the education is valuable to them by improving their lives along with the country’s fortunes. If a postsecondary education is fundamentally affordable—meaning lower in cost, not just price—this will also answer the old question of extending access by enabling students to afford a higher education.

The rise of a new educational model

Even as the traditional universities’ economic models are showing themselves to be increasingly unviable, there is another group of universities whose financial health is strong and their enrollments are booming. This group is made up predominantly of the for-profit universities, although they are certainly not the only ones in this group. The for-profit universities have increasingly provided capacity for the higher education sector at a time when educating more students is crucial. They have grown three to four times faster than the public and not-for-profit universities over the last decade. And the for-profit sector now serves 9 percent of all postsecondary students in the United States, up from a mere fraction of a percent a decade ago.
The brands of these schools are weak. Other than student loan assistance and federal Pell grants, they receive little subsidy from government. They do not discount their prices and mask the full cost of the education like at most traditional universities, so students bear the full brunt of the costs through tuition—although the relatively low debt repayment rates at these universities does suggest that the government is still seriously subsidizing the costs of the education over a longer time horizon. And yet they are rising from the crises that beset conventional universities. Students are flocking to fill their literal and virtual classrooms, and they are thriving financially.15

The fastest-growing for-profit universities have driven innovation with online learning more aggressively than their not-for-profit and public university counterparts—and their growth has coincided with the explosion in enrollments in online learning, which itself grew 17 percent from 2007 to 2008. Twenty-five percent of students took at least one online course in 2008.16 How can we square this explosion in enrollment and healthy finances with the troubled budgets at traditional universities, many of which are cutting back the numbers of students they serve?

The success of these online attackers and the crisis among many of higher education’s traditional institutions may seem unusual, but it is far from unique. We are seeing steps in a process called disruptive innovation that has occurred in industry after industry. It is the process by which products and services, which at one point were so expensive, complicated, and inconvenient that only a small fraction of people could access them, become transformed into ones that are simpler, more convenient, lower in cost, and far more accessible.

What the theory of disruptive innovation suggests is that the business model of many traditional colleges and universities is broken. Their collapse is so fundamental that it cannot be stanched by improving the financial performance of endowment investments, tapping wealthy alumni donors more effectively, or collecting more tax dollars from the public. There needs to be a new model. The only question is whether traditional universities will undertake this replacement themselves, or whether community colleges, for-profit universities, and other entrant organizations aggressively using online learning will do it instead—and ultimately grow to replace many of today’s traditional institutions.

This emerging disruption, still in its early stages, offers an opportunity to answer the challenge posed above: to redefine the meaning of quality in higher education and make a quality education fundamentally affordable. The current traditional
institutions that dominate the higher education landscape do what they were built to do very well. The most elite of them will even likely maintain that elite position and continue to do the things for which they were built. It is not that the traditional universities have failed, but instead that they have succeeded so spectacularly, as we explain below.

The problem is that we are now asking them to do something for which they were not built. Traditional universities were not designed to address a metric of quality around effectively serving all students around their distinct needs and desired jobs outside of the academy, no matter their incoming academic achievement. Asking universities to do this represents a seismic shift in how society, broadly speaking, has judged high quality—moving away from a focus on research and knowledge creation and instead moving toward a focus on learning and knowledge proliferation. Indeed, there is a significant and legitimate question of whether many of the institutions in this first wave of educational disruptive innovation will be the ones to make the transformation given that they too have come of age when student outcomes were not prized by the mechanisms and policies through which they received funds.
The process of disruptive innovation

The theory of disruptive innovation originally emerged from a study of the disk drive industry to explain why the leading companies were unable to sustain their industry leadership from one generation to the next. It has been shown to explain the histories of literally hundreds of industries where the dominant companies or institutions have been replaced by entrants. These range from product to service industries, for-profit to not-for-profit ones, and slow- to fast-moving industries. Disruption is the causal mechanism behind the phenomena that the great economist Joseph Schumpeter termed “creative destruction.” Figure 1 summarizes this model.

Sustaining innovations

Some of the innovations that improve product performance are incremental ones, and others are dramatic breakthrough technologies. But we call these sustaining innovations so long as the purpose of the incremental and breakthrough innovations is the same—to help companies sustain their movement upward along the trajectory of performance improvement to make better products that can be sold for better profits to their best customers. We have found that the companies that lead their industries on the left side of this chart, before the battles of sustaining innovation begin, are almost invariably still the leaders in their industries when these battles are over. And it does not matter technologically how difficult the innovations are. If their purpose is to help the leaders make better products that they can sell for better profits to their best customers, the leading companies in the industry invariably find a way to get it done.

This model suggests that the history of most industries can be characterized almost in geographic terms as a set of concentric circles, where the innermost circle represents customers who have the most money and skill. The outermost circle represents customers that have the least. The initial products or services at the beginning of most industries take root in the innermost circle because they
are so expensive, complicated, and centralized that only the best-endowed customers have the money to afford the products and the skill and access to use them. Disruption is the process by which such products become affordable and accessible to those in the outermost circles.

The vertical axes in the graphs in the diagram plot the quality of the product, as measured over time (the horizontal axes). There are two elements of the model. The first is that there is a trajectory of performance improvement that customers are able to utilize in every market. This line, depicted in Figure 1 as the dotted line in the graph in the inner circle, represents the average customer’s ability to utilize improvement over time. The second element of the model is that there is another trajectory in each market, which is the pace of technological progress. This is represented by the solid line that slopes more steeply upward. The most important finding about this is that the pace of technological progress almost always outstrips customers’ ability to use the progress. This means that a technology that is not good enough to meet customers’ needs at one point in time (the region toward the left side of this chart) is very likely to improve to the point that it is more than good enough for what customers can use at a later point in time.

Disruptive innovations

There is another type of innovation that has historically proven almost impossible for the incumbent leaders in the industry to catch. It is called a disruptive innovation. The term disruption was chosen not because it represents a radical, breakthrough improvement along the existing trajectory in the center of Figure 1. Rather, it is an innovation that replaces the original complicated,
expensive product with something that is so much more affordable and simple that a new population of customers in the next larger circle now has enough money and skills to buy and readily use the product. New companies almost invariably enter and grow to dominate the industry when one of these disruptive innovations emerges.

Why are the odds of success at the two types of innovation so different? It is the pursuit of profit and prestige. Improved profitability tends to drive the decision making in for-profit circumstances. But in not-for-profit circumstances, the ambition to do more and have a bigger footprint—an ambition driven both by administrations and often alumni in the case of education—precipitates precisely the same behavior as profit maximization in the for-profit world. The companies on the sustaining trajectory, when faced with the choice of making better products that merit better profit margins vs. making lower-priced, simpler products that merit slimmer margins, invariably find it more attractive to build and offer more and better.

**Disruption in the computer industry: an illustration**

Figure 2 illustrates how this process of disruption has transformed the computer industry. It began in the innermost circle, with mainframe computers. These cost several million dollars apiece, filled an entire room, and required years of training to be able to operate. Only the largest universities and the largest corporations could afford to own and operate mainframe computers. We had to take our computational problems to these centralized computing centers, where experts solved them for us.

The cost and inconvenience of this centralized solution then precipitated a sequence of disruptive innovations that decentralized the industry. The first step, which took computing...
to the next circle of customers, was called a minicomputer. These machines were the size of a filing cabinet, and reduced the cost to about $200,000, which made them affordable enough for engineering departments to begin owning and operating their own machines. Minicomputers could only solve the simplest of problems at the beginning, and their owners still had to take the complicated ones to the mainframe center where those with more expertise solved them. But minicomputers became better and better and were soon capable of doing more and more of the things that previously required the power of mainframes and the experts that operated them. We ultimately needed fewer and fewer mainframe computers.

The next disruptive step was the personal computer, which reduced the cost to $2,000 per machine and made it so much more affordable and simple that an even larger population could own and use a computer. We could only do the simplest of things at first, such as typing and spreadsheets. But as the technology got better and better, we could do more and more things on the simple, affordable PC platform that formerly required a larger and more powerful machine. We eventually didn’t have much use for mainframes or minicomputers. The key reason for this is that the pace of technological progress outstrips the ability of customers to utilize that progress.

The third and fourth waves of disruption in the computing industry were notebook computers and handheld smartphones. These reduced the cost to a few hundred dollars apiece and put computing first into our briefcases and ultimately into our pockets and purses. We have seen the same pattern in these disruptions. We could do only the simplest of things on these new platforms at first, and still had to use our desktop computers for the complicated ones. But as they became better and better, we needed fewer and fewer of the prior machines. We are now able to do most of what we need on our notebooks, and ultimately on smartphones.

The inexorable movement up-market

One of the most important findings in our studies of disruption is that disruptive companies must move up-market through sustaining innovation once their business model has been established in one of the outer circles in order to sustain profitability and organizational vitality. The reason: If they stop this up-market pursuit and compete only against equal-cost competitors, then they
have no cost advantage. It is only if they carry their low-cost business model up-market that they can retain their cost advantage against competitors. This section shows how this force transformed the steel industry and then examines the up-market forces at work in higher education.

Disruptive forces in the steel industry

Most of the world’s steel has historically come from massive integrated mills that cost about $10 billion to build. A different way to make steel is in a minimill, which melts scrap steel in electric arc furnaces—cylinders that are approximately 20 meters in diameter and 10 meters tall. Because they can produce molten steel in such a small chamber, minimills don’t need the massive-scale rolling and finishing operations that are required to handle the output of efficient blast furnaces, which is why they are called minimills. Minimills can also make steel of any given quality for 20 percent lower cost than an integrated mill.19

Steel is a commodity. You would think that every integrated steel company in the world would have aggressively adopted minimill technology. Yet not a single integrated steel company has yet successfully built and operated a minimill, even as the minimills have grown to account for more than half of North America’s steel production and a significant share of other markets as well.20

The theory of disruption explains why something that makes so much sense has been so difficult for the integrated mills. Minimills first became technologically viable in the mid-1960s. The quality of the steel that minimills initially produced was poor because they melted scrap of uncertain and varying chemistry in their furnaces. The only market that would buy what the minimills made was the concrete reinforcing bar, or rebar, market because the specifications for rebar are loose. Once rebar is buried in cement, you can’t verify whether the steel has met the specifications. Rebar was therefore an ideal market for low-quality steel.
As the minimills attacked the rebar market, the integrated mills were actually happy to be rid of that business. Their gross profit margins on rebar often hovered near 7 percent, and it just didn't make sense to invest in defending their least-profitable products when they had the option to invest in growing higher-profit tiers of the market, as shown in Figure 3. The integrated mills reconfigured their rebar lines to make more profitable products as the minimills established a foothold in the rebar market. A cathartic thing happened when the integrated mills lopped off the least profitable products and added up the remaining numbers: their profitability improved as they got out of rebar. And the minimills made tons of money as they got into rebar because they had a 20 percent cost advantage. It was a symbiotic relationship.

All was well in this relationship until 1979, when the minimills finally succeeded in driving the last integrated mill out of the rebar market. Historical pricing statistics show that the price of rebar then collapsed by 20 percent. Why? A low-cost strategy only works when there are high-cost competitors in your market. After the last integrated mill had fled up-market and the low-cost minimill was only pitted against other low-cost minimills in a commodity market, competition quickly drove prices down to the point that none of them could make money.

The minimills soon looked up-market, and what they saw spelled relief. If they could just figure out how to make bigger and better steel—shapes such as angle iron, rails, and rods—they could roll tons of money again because the margins there were 12 percent. As the minimills extended their ability and attacked that tier of the market, the integrated mills were again relieved to be rid of that business because it just didn’t make sense to defend a 12-percent-margin business when the alternative was to invest to gain share in structural beams, where margins were 18 percent. So the integrated mills shut their lines down or reconfigured them to make more profitable structural beams. The integrated mills’ profits again improved as they got out of the less profitable market. And the minimills’ profits rebounded as they got into the same products with a 20 percent cost advantage again. Peace characterized the industry until 1984 when the minimills finally succeeded in driving the last integrated mill out of the bar, rod, and rail market, which caused the minimills to reap the same reward for their victory: With low-cost minimill pitted against low-cost minimill, prices collapsed by 20 percent.

The minimills had to move up-market again. At the beginning of their invasion into structural beams, the biggest that the minimills could roll were little six-inch
beams of the sort that under-gird mobile homes. It made little sense for the integrated mills to defend this market either, when they had the option of investing to grow in sheet steel, where margins were 25 to 30 percent. Again, integrated mills’ profitability improved as they lopped off their least profitable products and added up the remaining numbers. And with a 20 percent cost advantage again, the minimills could again roll tons and tons of money by entering the same market. When they finally succeeded in driving the last integrated mill out of the structural beam business in the mid-1990s, pricing again collapsed. The reward for victory was the end of profit, and the minimills had to stretch up-market to attack the sheet steel business to restore prosperity.

The minimills now control nearly 60 percent of the market, and all but one of the integrated mills has gone bankrupt. But this is not a history of bungled steel company management. It is a story of rational managers facing the innovator’s dilemma. Should we invest to protect the least profitable end of our business, so that we can retain our least loyal, most price-sensitive customers? Or should we invest to strengthen our position in the most profitable tiers of our business, with customers who reward us with premium prices for better products?

Disruption is the process by which Toyota overtook General Motors, Cisco felled Lucent and Nortel, WalMart and Target toppled the department stores, and Apple seized music distribution. Disruption is how Charles Schwab and online brokers unseated Merrill Lynch, and how Google pre-empted newspaper advertising. Disruptively attacking world markets is the engine that drove Japan’s economic miracle from 1960 to 1990; the economic transformations of Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore from 1980 to 2000; and the ongoing economic growth of China and India.  

General observations about disruption

There are four additional observations about the phenomena called disruption that are salient to the future of higher education. This section highlights how existing organizations must introduce disruptive innovations for them to be successful, how to think about a disruptive innovation’s quality, how disruption functions in highly regulated sectors, and how disruptive and sustaining innovations affect cost.
The companies that led their industries in the innermost circles were in almost every instance unable to maintain their leadership as larger markets emerged because of disruptive innovations. The driving reason, as noted in the case history of the steel industry, is that the new, larger markets were financially unattractive to the leaders. This is further illustrated in Table 1, which shows the gross margin percentages required to profitably cover overhead costs in different computer markets and the price for the typical machine. Minicomputers were economically unattractive given the cost structure required to succeed in the mainframe computer business compared to the alternative of making bigger and better mainframes. Companies whose economic models were designed around minicomputers similarly found making personal computers economically unattractive when compared to the alternative of making bigger and better minicomputers.

There is no instance in the history of the hundreds of industries where disruption has occurred in which a significant company in one of the inner circles becomes a leader in a subsequent disruptive circle if it attempted to navigate that transition from within its mainstream business. In those few instances in which the leader in one generation became the leader in the next disruptive one, the company did so by setting up a completely autonomous business unit, giving it the freedom to create its own disruptive business model, and giving it an unfettered charter to pull the customers out of the original business unit.

IBM was the only mainframe computer manufacturer that became a significant manufacturer of minicomputers. It did this by setting up a completely independent business unit in Rochester, Minnesota and giving it the autonomy to create a different economic model that was consistent with the minicomputer business.

### Table 1

**Differences in the economic models for each stage of disruption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation of computer</th>
<th>Characteristic unit volumes produced per year</th>
<th>Gross margins required to cover overhead costs</th>
<th>Typical sales price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainframes</td>
<td>Thousands</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>$2,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minicomputers</td>
<td>Tens of thousands</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop computers</td>
<td>Millions</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notebook computers</td>
<td>Tens of millions</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphones</td>
<td>Hundreds of millions</td>
<td>15-40%</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IBM was also the only minicomputer company that became a leading supplier of personal computers. This was because the corporation set up an independent business unit in Florida and gave it the flexibility to create yet a different economic model that was appropriate to the PC business. The only instances where the leaders in the inner circles became leaders in disruptive markets have been when the company set up a completely independent subsidiary and gave it the flexibility to create an appropriate, new economic model.

The reason for this, as we discuss in more detail below, is that business models by their very nature are designed to solve one class of problem very well and to make money via a particular profit formula. But business models do not evolve easily. In biological evolution, individual organisms do not evolve. They are born, and they die. But a population can evolve, as mutants gradually gain market share. Similarly, business units rarely evolve. They are started and shut down. But corporations can evolve, as IBM did, by opening and closing business units.

What this means is that, generally speaking, the disruption of higher education at public universities will likely need to be managed at the level of state systems of higher education, not at the level of the individual institutions, which will struggle to evolve. And if private universities are able to navigate this disruptive transition, they will have to do so by creating autonomous business units, just as IBM did.

**Disruption and quality**

The providers of the products in the inner circles in each of these waves of disruption viewed the products that enabled the emergence of markets in the larger circles to be of poor quality because they could not handle the sorts of problems that customers were confronting in the inner circles. Early personal computers, for example, were first used as toys for children, then for typing and spreadsheet analysis. They could not handle the complicated computational problems for which mainframes and minicomputers were used. It was therefore natural for those in the inner circles to disparage personal computers as little more than toys. From their perspective, they were absolutely right.

But the customers in the outer circles viewed these affordable, convenient products as very high quality because they simply did not have access to computing at all prior to their emergence. Indeed, the very definition of quality changed with each wave of disruptive decentralization. Speed and computing capacity defined
quality in mainframes, for example, whereas the essence of quality in notebook computers is light weight and long battery life.

Our research on the marketing dimensions of innovation has shown that the causal mechanism behind the purchase of products and services is that jobs arise in our lives that we need to do, and we “hire” products to get these “jobs” done. As the great marketing professor Theodore Levitt was known to teach, “The customer doesn’t want a quarter-inch drill. He wants a quarter-inch hole.” Hence, when one customer hires a product to do one job she may be delighted with its quality because the product did that particular job well. Another customer with a very different job to be done, however, might hire the same product and judge it to be very low in quality—not because the product is different, but because the job is different.

When a company has a product offering that gets an important job done, its customers will “pull” that product into their lives with minimal marketing by the company, whenever the job arises. When a company’s product offerings are not structured around a job that customers are trying to do, the company typically must spend marketing dollars mightily in order to persuade customers to buy its products. A good metric of whether a company’s products are doing an important job for customers, in fact, is whether customer acquisition costs are falling or rising over time.

Quality can only be measured relative to what customers value in their own context—their job to be done—and relative to their alternative solutions. This element of the theory of disruption—how the very definition of quality changes—is crucially important in understanding the future of higher education, as we show below.

Disrupting regulated markets

Many are suspicious about the prospect of disruptive innovations sweeping through highly regulated industries that have a variety of gateways erected to block change. And yet disruptive change has swept through many such industries. How does it happen? Success in these situations never came through a head-on attack against the regulations and the network effects that constituted the power of the status quo. Rather, the disruption first prospered in a completely independent space outside the reach of regulators. Once the new value network had proven itself to be viable and better and the bulk of the customers had migrated to the unregulated system, its regulators responded to the fait accompli. Rarely has revised regulation preceded disruptive revolutions.
Southwest Airlines didn’t disrupt the airline industry by seeking approval in the early 1970s from the federal Civil Aeronautics Board for discount prices on long, interstate routes. It began flying short routes within the state of Texas, where the federal regulators lacked jurisdiction. The rates and route structures of interstate trucking similarly collapsed under their own weight in the late 1970s after corporations began operating their own truck fleets, which fell outside the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission. And Merrill Lynch was able to topple the regulation of bank interest rates because it was not a bank and therefore not regulated by the Federal Reserve when it introduced its interest-bearing cash management account.

There are dozens of comparable examples. In each case, markets that were dominated by entrenched competitors surrounded by powerful network effects and protected by regulation ultimately gave way to the fait accompli of a new network, and to efficient, safe markets that emerged by circumventing regulation. Head-on attacks almost never work.23

**Disruption and cost**

Most economists believe that competition drives market prices down, but this is not always true. The conventional thinking is that competitors in any given industry will be driven to be more efficient and reduce their costs so that they can price their goods or services below that of their competitors and thereby gain market share.

But if you put yourself in the shoes of the competitors themselves, lowering their prices would not be the preferred course of action. They would like to charge more money for what they do. And they try to do this by adding features or functionality that they hadn’t previously offered. They will likely be successful in their effort to raise prices as long as they have not yet reached the point where their goods or services have satisfied the fundamental demands that the job their customers are trying to do requires. As propositions for innovation emerge and compete for resources within a company, those that propose to develop better products that can be sold for higher prices and profits always trump proposals to make simpler, lower-priced products. The way mainframe computer companies fought against each other was therefore to make bigger and better mainframes than those of their competitors.
Companies often satiate customers’ needs relatively quickly because the rate of technological improvement generally outpaces the rate at which our lifestyles change. Price competition tends to set in once customers’ needs are satisfied. An indication that this has started to happen is that companies will, without success, continue to add features and functionality that had formerly allowed them to raise the prices of their offerings. A company may increase the number of megapixels on their phone’s camera from four to eight, for example, but they aren’t going to be able to charge more money for the new phone than they did for the predecessor when it was new.

Experience in producing a good or service in many instances allows the producer to realize where they can reduce costs and improve yields. And most industries have some sort of scale economies so that unit costs decrease as they make more of the offering. Economies of scale are a function of the increasing efficiency that technology brings to labor; the reduction in per unit cost is directly related to the increase in the number of units produced per unit of labor input. So when food today is a substantially lower proportion of the developed world’s income than it was 100 years ago, it is not because farmers today are substantially more capable than their predecessors, but rather because the equipment they use allows them to do far more than was the case in the past. The amount of food produced per farmer is greater than it has ever been. Cars, electronics, air travel, homes, and countless other goods and services have similarly gotten substantially less expensive over time.

But not every industry offers these economies of scale. Education has historically been one such industry. This is made explicit to some degree in the way that the ratio of teachers to students is watched so closely. Technology and experience may have changed the way that teachers work, but they have not reduced the amount of time a teacher has to work to produce a similarly educated class of students.

Our observation has been that as a general rule, head-on, sustaining competition among competitors with comparable business models, which lack economies of scale, drives prices up 6 percent to 10 percent per year in nominal terms. It is disruptive innovation that drives prices down. The overall rate of inflation in an industry is the high rate of inflation created by sustaining innovation, offset by the countervailing cost reductions that stem from disruptive innovators gaining market share.
The measured rate of inflation in industries where disruptive innovation has not occurred—such as health care—is much higher than the overall rate of inflation in the economy. The nominal rate of inflation in tuition at private universities has been, true to form, just above 10 percent for several decades as the universities compete against each other for the best students, the best faculty, and the most prestigious and lucrative research grants. Competition drives this inflation.

The facilities for student dining, athletic activity, and classroom learning that existed 30 years ago at Harvard University were Spartan compared to the opulent facilities that today’s students enjoy. Harvard has no option but to keep ratcheting up its attractiveness and, therefore, its cost structure in order to compete successfully against the likes of Stanford and Yale. As the Universities of Michigan, Virginia, Texas, North Carolina, and California toil to emulate the elite private universities, they too keep adding costs at a rate substantially faster than the overall rate of inflation. For those institutions that choose to bow out of this arms race, they cease to add the ancillary services necessary to stay competitive, as the competition has been defined in this inner ring. The overall nominal 10 percent rate of inflation in the tuition of higher education is a synthesis of the rising costs of sustaining competition within each circle, mitigated by the countervailing effect of lower-cost institutions such as community colleges and for-profit universities gaining market share, and therefore accounting for more weight in the overall mix.

It is easy to frame disruption as a threat from the point of view of specific companies and institutions. Yet disruption is an unambiguously good thing from a macroeconomic point of view. It is a primary driver of economic growth and a key force that mitigates inflation. It is the process by which expensive, complicated products and services become simple and affordable.

But to this point disruption has not occurred in a significant way in higher education. America has instead sought to make higher education available to all through massive spending to subsidize its cost through government and philanthropic funding. These subsidies for affordability are becoming constrained, and in many ways the institutions of higher learning need to disrupt themselves, or be disrupted, for the industry to survive.
Disruptive innovation in higher education

Figure 4 depicts the institutions of higher education in the same schematic used in Figure 3 for the computer industry. Elite private universities comprise the innermost circle, accessible primarily by those with the best academic credentials and the ability to afford very high tuition. The next circle is comprised of state universities, whose admissions standards and tuition typically make them more accessible to a larger population of students. The third circle represents junior and community colleges, whose costs are lower still, and which typically have open admission policies. The outermost circle represents online education, which is accessible to an even larger population of students such as those from rural areas and working adults who cannot attend classes at traditional times. For-profit universities stand astride the three outer circles.

Higher education is characterized by the same impetus to move up-market found in the computing and steel industries. The so-called California “master plan” adopted in 1960—which established by law who the University of California, California State University, and community college systems could serve—cemented the definition of quality and thus what this up-market drive would look like. It established that the colleges allowed first crack at the brightest students, as measured by standardized tests, would “also get the most money, enroll the most graduate students, run the biggest research projects, and have the most prestige.” Other states adopted similar plans over the next decade, which,
as Anya Kamenetz writes in her book about higher education titled *DIY U*, triggered a race to move up the ranks to “be eligible for more cash from federal and state governments, not to mention alumni…Whenever and wherever they could, normal colleges became state teachers’ colleges, became state colleges, became state universities. The best proxies for prestige are spending per student and selectivity, both of which drive up costs. The perception, and sometimes the reality, has been that colleges for the poor must be poor colleges.”

Table 2 shows, by illustration, how public institutions of higher education in Utah have evolved over the last 50 years.\textsuperscript{26} Campus-based junior and community colleges have been established in hopes of using their low-cost business models—adjunct faculty, no faculty research overhead burden—to affordably absorb much of the growth in higher education enrollment in the state. But the low-cost entrants have exhibited the same intoxicating up-market drive as the minimills. What were once junior and community colleges have sought to offer bachelors,
and then graduate degrees. None have strived to offer less.27

Provo-based Utah Valley Community College, for example, evolved from offering a two-year associate degree at its inception in 1987, to offering bachelors degrees as Utah Valley State College in 1993, and is now initiating master’s degrees as Utah Valley University in 2010.28 Its new president, Matt Holland, has a purebred academic pedigree from Duke and Princeton, and UVU competes in NCAA Division 1 athletics in seven sports. Weber State University has similarly humble origins.

The U.S. News & World Report rankings of top colleges have further cemented this definition of quality in the minds of the public as well. Twenty-five percent of its rankings are from peer ratings, whereas the other 75 percent come from “either direct or proxy measures of spending per student and exclusivity.”29 In other words, the costliest institutions—those that spend the most per student—are ranked higher.

Despite the up-market movement of institutions like these, however, the established leaders in higher education have rarely been disrupted. Until the present crisis in funding, most have continued to thrive. Why? Certain industries are immune to disruption. Higher education historically has been one of these.

Immunity from disruption

Disruption occurs in industries where there is an enabling technology that can “scale” upward and allow the disruptive entrants to take their low-cost business models up-market. Minimills’ processes for cleaning and shredding scrap, electric furnaces, and rolling capabilities were all upwardly scalable. They were the engine that enabled low-cost manufacturers to make a sequence of progressively more sophisticated products for still lower cost than the integrated mills. The computer microprocessor was similarly scalable up-market because it enabled Dell first to attack entry-level machines and then carry its model up-market into workstations and servers and so on.

There are some industries where disruption has been impossible up to this point, and in each case, it has been where there hasn’t been an upwardly scalable technology. Hotels are such an industry. When Holiday Inn attacked the low-end of the market in the 1960s, established hoteliers were disinterested in going down-
market to compete. But Holiday Inn couldn’t move up, either. If it wanted to move up-scale, it would have needed to hire a concierge just like the Four Seasons, re-furnish its rooms to emulate Marriott, and so on. It would have to replicate the cost position of the higher-end hotels and compete as belated entrants in a sustaining-innovation attack against incumbents. Our research has shown that head-on attacks such as these rarely succeed.

The “dining-out” business has been similarly immune to disruption. McDonald’s entered the low end of the industry without attracting a response from higher-tier restaurants. But there has been no upwardly scalable technology that could carry McDonald’s low-cost business model up-market, and McDonald’s has therefore remained a fast-food restaurant with fast-food profit margins.

Higher education has not had an upwardly scalable technology driver up until this point. Community colleges that have become four-year institutions and then research universities offering graduate degrees have not been able to carry their low-cost business models up-market. They have had to transform from their original form and replicate the cost structure of the institutions they are striving to emulate by competing with them on the basis of sustaining, rather than disruptive, innovation. This is why the growth of community colleges has not substantially mitigated the rate of inflation in higher education.

Although the absence of an upwardly scalable technology driver has rendered higher education impossible to disrupt in its past, we believe that online learning constitutes such a technology driver and will indeed be capable of disruptively carrying the business model of low-cost universities up-market. This is vital in order to make higher education fundamentally affordable to both students and society—especially if universities see themselves as being in the business of knowledge proliferation rather than knowledge creation and prioritize teaching and learning over research and prestige, as we have traditionally thought of it.

Look in Table 2 at the growth of Western Governors’ University, a not-for-profit university. It had enrolled 20,000 students just a decade after admitting its first students in 1999, was fully accredited in each field in which it offered major courses, and it offered bachelors and masters degrees—and it had not morphed into a research institution (29 percent of its students are graduate students). And Western Governors’ University is financially healthy like the for-profit universities noted in the beginning pages of this report.
The speed of transition to online learning

The transition to widespread adoption of a disruptive innovation such as the delivery of content online is rarely abrupt or immediate. The substitution pace almost always follows an S-curve, as depicted on the left side of Figure 5, where the vertical axis measures the percent of the market for which the new approach accounts. The S-curves are sometimes steep; other times they are gradual. But disruptions almost always follow this pattern. The initial substitution pace is slow, then it steepens dramatically, and finally it asymptotically approaches saturation of the potential market.

A persistent problem emerges for the incumbent industry leaders when one of these substitutions occurs. When the nascent technology accounts only for a tiny fraction of the total market (they’re on the flat part at the bottom of the S-curve), the leaders project linearly into the future and conclude that there is no need to worry about the new approach because it will not be important for a long time. But then the world flips quickly on them and cripples the established companies. Digital photography, for example, spent a decade of incubation on the curve’s flat portion, but then flipped on the film companies very rapidly during the early years of the 21st century. The result? Polaroid is gone for all intents and purposes. Agfa is gone. Fuji is seriously struggling. Kodak alone caught the wave—and it’s been a rough ride.

You might think companies would learn from this experience, but the S-curve adoption pattern begs a vexing question. How can we know whether the world will flip next year or in 10 years—if it flips at all?

It turns out that there is a way to forecast the probability and timing of the flip. One plots the ratio of market share held by the new innovation divided by the old innovation on the vertical axis as shown on the right side of Figure 5 (if each has 50 percent, this ratio will be 1.0) and arrays it on a logarithmic scale—so that .0001, .001, .01, .1, 1.0, and 10.0 are all equidistant. The data always falls on a straight line.
The line slopes upward steeply sometimes, and other times it is more gradual. But it is always straight. The reason is that the mathematics of “logging” the ratios “linearizes” the S-curve. When the substitution pace is plotted in this way, whether it’s the substitution of 5.25” for 8” disk drives, VOIP for circuit-switched telephone calls, or women’s sportswear for dresses, the slope is so clear within the first few years of the substitution that people can make reasonable estimates for when the new innovation will account for 50 percent and 90 percent of the market. We call this line a “substitution curve.” If a log-linear pattern has not emerged within five years and the data points are a scatter rather than a resolute line, it is a symptom that there is not a compelling economic or performance driver for the new approach, and it is likely to sputter away.

The data are hard to aggregate on a consistent basis, but Figure 6 summarizes our sense for the pace of substitution of fully online-delivered learning vs. tradi-
tional teacher-in-the-classroom instruction in American colleges and universities nationally. The vertical axis measures the percentage of college students who report having taken at least one of their college courses in a given year online, divided by the percentage of graduates who did not take even one online course. It shows that about 10 percent of students took at least one online course in 2002. That fraction grew to 25 percent in 2008; was 29 percent in 2009; and will be 50 percent in 2014—and this calculation does not include the number of students who may not be taking fully online courses but are taking “blended courses,” which are those in which a significant component of the instruction is delivered online. In other words, the online learning in college train has left the station.31

The North Carolina Community College System offers a case study that tells an even more dramatic picture. Figures 7 and 8 show that the growth of online learning in the system has been so rapid that online courses accounted for 37 percent of all courses taken in 2009, up from 2.4 percent just 10 years earlier. The administrators in the system count an online course as one in which the learning is delivered through a learning management system, so this number also includes blended courses—ones in which there is some face-to-face interaction. The pace of substitution is following a classic S-curve pattern, which indicates that 50 percent of all courses will be delivered online in the second semester of the 2010 school year, and 90 percent of all courses will be delivered online by 2018. Figure 8 converts the substitution curve into an S-curve diagram to give another image of what this will look like.33

The next section focuses on what we mean by the term business model and what is known about business model innovation in order to explore the sources of financial crisis among traditional universities and the effect that low-cost institutions such as Western Governors will have on the industry now that they possess an upwardly scalable technology driver.34 Business model innovation is a critical enabler of disruptive innovation because disruptive innovations cannot be forced into existing business models, as we discussed earlier.
What is a business model?

Business models are comprised of four interdependent elements, as depicted in Figure 9. They start with a value proposition: a product or service that helps customers do a job that they have been trying to do more effectively, conveniently, and affordably. The organization must assemble the set of resources to deliver that value proposition—such as people, products, technologies, equipment, and facilities. As the organization repeatedly uses its resources to deliver its value proposition, processes—habitual ways of getting recurrent things done—coalesce. Soon a profit formula emerges as the company follows these processes to use its resources to deliver the value proposition.

The profit formula defines how large the company must become to break even, what kind of gross and net margins it must achieve to cover the cost of its resources, and how rapidly it needs to turn its assets over to achieve an adequate return on investment. The profit formula in turn determines the kinds of value propositions that the business model can and cannot offer. These four elements of the business model become interdependently locked very quickly.

Innovations that conform to the business model are readily funded. Organizations sometimes reject an innovation that emerges to address a new need in the market, but doesn’t fit these four elements of the business model. But the organization more frequently co-opts such innovations by forcing them to conform to the business model in order to get funded. When this happens—funding only flows to innovations that sustain or fit the business model—the organization loses its ability to respond to fundamental changes in the markets that it serves. This is what has happened to many universities.
Types of business models

There are three generic types of business models: solution shops, value-adding process businesses, and facilitated user networks. Each of these is comprised of its own value proposition, resources, processes, and profit formula. Universities have become conflations of all three types of business models. This has resulted in extraordinarily complex—some might say confused—institutions where much of the cost is tied up in coordinative overhead rather than in research and teaching. A key reason why the for-profit universities and other universities such as Western Governor’s have been gaining such traction in today’s higher education market is that they don’t conflate the three types of business models.

Solution shops

Solution shops are institutions focused on diagnosing and solving unstructured problems such as consulting firms, advertising agencies, research and development organizations, and the diagnostic work performed in general hospitals and specialist physicians’ practices. Most university faculty research is solution shop-like activity. These shops deliver value primarily through the people they employ—experts who draw upon their intuitive, analytical, and problem-solving skills to diagnose the cause of complicated problems and recommend solutions.

Customers are typically quite willing to pay very high prices for the services of the professionals in solution shops because diagnosing the cause of complex problems and devising workable solutions has such high subsequent leverage. The revenue model for solution shops tends to be a fee-for-service model. Consulting firms have occasionally agreed to be paid in part based upon the results of the diagnoses and recommendations that their teams have made—but that rarely sticks. They must revert to being compensated for their inputs, not the results, because the outcome depends on so many other factors beyond the correctness of their diagnosis and recommendations.

Value-adding process businesses

Organizations with value-adding process business models bring in things that are incomplete or broken. They utilize their resources and processes to transform
them into more complete outputs of higher value. Most manufacturing companies are VAP businesses, as are restaurants, retailing, and procedures performed in hospitals after a definitive diagnosis has been made. VAP businesses do their work in relatively repetitive ways so that the capability to deliver value tends to be embedded more in processes and equipment rather than in the intuitive expertise of people, as is the case in solution shops. In some companies these processes are loose and highly variable, depending on who is doing the work. Other VAP companies have processes that are carefully defined and followed so conscientiously that they can consistently deliver high-quality services and products at low cost in ways that are much more insulated from the variability that arises when results are delivered in people-dependent ways.

VAP businesses typically charge their customers for the output of their work, not their inputs to it. Restaurants therefore print prices on their menus, automakers publish list prices, eye surgery centers can advertise their prices, and so on. Many VAP businesses even guarantee the result when the ability to deliver the outcome is embedded in repeatable processes.

Most teaching in K-12 and universities is a value-adding process business. As in manufacturing, food service and surgery, the processes followed can be idiosyncratic, with highly variable outcomes. Or the processes can be tightly specified and carefully followed, thereby yielding much more consistent, predictable results.

Facilitated user networks

The third type of business model is a facilitated user network—an enterprise in which the participants exchange things with each other. Mutual insurance companies are facilitators of user networks; customers deposit their premiums into the pool, and they take claims out of it. So are telecommunications companies, which facilitate customers sending and receiving information among themselves. The revenue models for these businesses are typically fee for membership, or fee for use. Thanks to the Internet, many university activities that were formerly conducted as solution shop and value-adding process businesses are evolving into facilitated networks among students and faculty, such as hosted discussion forums.
Universities emerged in the 17th and 18th centuries primarily as teaching institutions, but most gradually evolved to become expensive conflations of all three types of models with three value propositions: research, organized as a solution-shop model; teaching, which is a value-adding process activity; and facilitated networks, within which students work to help each other succeed and have fun. A typical state university today is the equivalent of having merged major consulting firm McKinsey with Whirlpool’s manufacturing operations and Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company. They have three fundamentally different and incompatible business models all housed within the same organization.

How did this come to be? Most business executives’ instinct when they see a proximate and powerful competitor near their competitive space is to seek to be different by focusing in a field where their firm can be the best. They develop different strengths that matter in different markets to avoid head-on copycat competition. Yet most university leaders copy Harvard by trying to be the best possible in everything—to be the most prestigious and to offer students a bewildering variety of major fields of study. This instinct probably has its roots in the rationale for founding state-sponsored universities. State schools were obliged to offer something for everyone because most students lacked the resources, qualifications, and contacts to be admitted to elite eastern universities.

Yet this has created some significant costs. The next section reviews a case history of a network of manufacturing plants operated by Michigan Manufacturing Corporation. The purpose of this case study is to introduce the cost of complexity as a driver of overhead costs and product quality problems—which are a major component of universities’ total cost. What it will illustrate is that single-digit percentage cost improvement is possible without changing the university model. But cost reductions of 50 percent or more are only achievable through the creation of fundamentally focused university business models.

Michigan Manufacturing Corporation manufactured axles and gearboxes for automobiles and trucks in a network of nine plants in the midwestern United States. The setting of the case is MMC’s plant in Pontiac, Michigan. Plant man-
Manager Noelle Allen had just ushered an accounting team from corporate headquarters out the door after they had served notice that they were going to close the plant and begin making its products in lower-cost factories in the system because the costs of the Pontiac plant were so high and the quality levels were so low. The Pontiac plant incurred $6.20 of overhead costs for every dollar spent in direct manufacturing cost. This ratio of 6.2, termed the “burden rate,” was the highest of any plant in the system. The lowest-cost plant, in Maysville, Ohio, sported a burden rate of only 2.2. And about 15 percent of all products made in the Pontiac plant needed some form of repair or rework before they could be shipped. Allen knew that her costs were high and that the plant had quality problems. But she couldn’t see overhead cost anywhere. They had stopped landscaping the plant long ago. It hadn’t been painted in 20 years, and they had replaced the receptionist in the lobby with a telephone and plant directory.
The plant’s manufacturing area was organized by type of manufacturing equipment, as mapped in Figure 10. The cut-off machines were grouped in one department, stamping machines in another, and so on. Each type of machine had its own department. This departmental organization gave the Pontiac plant several advantages, including that the departmental layout was consummately flexible—it was capable of producing any product. When a customer brought the drawing of a new axle to be manufactured, the manufacturing engineer studied the part drawings and then determined the sequence of operations that would need to be done to make it.

Figure 10 depicts that the design of axle A, for example, required a path through the factory shown by the dashed line. It began at the cut-off saw and continued through several steps until it passed through a polishing machine, after which the axle was ready to be shipped. Product B, a simpler bracket, needed fewer operations before it got shipped. Really complicated products could be routed through the same department multiple times. The beauty of this plant layout was that it was capable of manufacturing any part for any customer.

Allen arranged a visit to MMC’s Maysville plant, eager to understand how its managers achieved such low levels of overhead cost and with just a fraction of 1 percent of the products it made having quality problems. Allen was surprised to see overhead cost everywhere. The plant sat in a beautifully landscaped campus. But when Allen went into the manufacturing portion of the plant, it was not laid out like Pontiac at all. She learned that the corporation had lifted the two highest volume pathways, or sequences of manufacturing operations, out of the Pontiac plant 15 years earlier. They had carefully carried those two snakelike sequences to Maysville and stretched them into two straight lines. The value proposition of the Maysville plant was fundamentally different from Pontiac’s. Rather than make any product for anybody, Maysville’s proposition was: “We will not make any product for anybody. But if you are willing to design your product so that it can be manufactured in one of these two sequences of operations, we will make it at very low costs, very consistently.”

After learning that Maysville had only two pathways that products could follow, Allen calculated that the Pontiac plant had 20 distinctly different pathways that products were following through the plant at that time. She and her staff subsequently visited each of the plants in the MMC system and measured their number of active product pathways. They fell between the extremes of Pontiac and Maysville. Allen’s analysis revealed that there were economies of scale in the
system. Overhead costs declined by 15 percent every time the plant doubled in size. But these economies could be offset by a countervailing cost of complexity. Overhead costs per unit increased 30 percent every time the number of pathways that products were taking through a plant doubled (from one to two; two to four; four to eight; etc.).

The reason why the Pontiac plant had such high costs was not inefficiency. Its overheads were inherent to the value proposition of the factory, which was to make any product for anybody. Coordinating 20 different serpentine pathways through the plant required lots of administrative oversight and planning. Things got lost easily. Mistakes and re-work were common because workers couldn’t get in a standard “rhythm” of work. Bottlenecks would arise unpredictably when the same machine was needed at the same time by products whose pathways intersected at that point.

The Maysville and Pontiac plants comprised fundamentally different business models that were rooted in different value propositions. Maysville had a value-adding process business model. Pontiac’s looked a lot like that of a solution shop. The two plants had different sets of resources to deliver on those value propositions, as well as different types of employees, and different types of machines. Their processes were different. The products in Pontiac each had unique paths that required a lot of overhead to manage the complexity. The products in Maysville moved rhythmically along two dedicated production lines. And the markup required to cover overhead in the two plants—their profit formulae—were different as a consequence. It was not a story of a good value proposition vs. a bad one. They were just different. Both plants were quite efficient in delivering upon very different missions. 40

The value proposition and the organizational structure of traditional universities

Traditional universities are organized in departments, just like the Pontiac plant—for exactly the same reasons. This structure optimizes faculty members’ ability to interact around similar interests and to publish in refereed academic journals. Students are routed from one academic department to the next to take courses, depending on their interests and needs. The fact that a good university has one of everything means that its faculty can serve the interests of a broad range of students. Many universities even allow students to design their own major if they cannot find a topic that suits their fancy.
Few universities calculate the “direct labor content” of the services they provide. They don’t have a measured “burden rate” at their fingertips that summarizes the portion of total costs incurred in directly teaching students and conducting research compared to the complexity-driven overhead required to manage the number of pathways that students might take between admission and graduation. This calculation is particularly difficult because the “direct labor” in a university (faculty) spend a significant portion of their time in Pontiac-esque overhead activities such as scheduling, expediting, repair and re-work, record keeping; and moving, storing, and retrieving things and people. Our best guess is that the overhead burden rate in conventional universities is between 4.0 and 5.0. In other words, universities spend four to five dollars on overhead for every dollar spent in teaching, assessment, and research.

The contrast between the business models of the Pontiac and Maysville plants helps explain the anomaly highlighted at the beginning of this section. Traditional universities trying to emulate the prestige of Harvard are structured like the Pontiac plant in order to optimize the “solution shop” activities of their faculty. The value-added process activities of teaching students are sub-optimally force-fit into this structure.

Low-cost—meaning the amount the university spends per student, which is different from low-tuition or low-price—schools such as Laureate’s Walden University and Apollo Group’s University of Phoenix are structured like the Maysville plant. They are not structured as solution shops to optimize the ability of faculty to publish, but rather as value-adding process organizations, structured to optimize the flow of students through the university. The impact of this simplicity is stunning. A typical traditional university incurs operating deficits of 10 percent of revenues, even while Laureate and Apollo both report operating profit as a percentage of sales to be roughly 30 percent. The cost advantage of these disruptive low-cost universities, in other words, is more than 40 percent even as they often charge roughly the same tuition as those four-year traditional universities.

The quality of low-cost universities

There are three counterpoints to conventional universities’ efforts to disparage the “quality” of education offered by these low-cost disruptors. First, the very definition of quality changes from the consumer’s perspective as waves of disruptive decentralization sweep through an industry. Low-cost universities indeed merit
disparagement from the point of view of faculty in traditional universities (who are a key constituent group and in one sense are customers) because their faculties conduct little research that is published in academic journals. Yet students tend to define quality in terms of convenience and cost—including opportunity costs. For-profit universities and other online disruptors have, for the most part, not competed on the basis of having lower tuition. Indeed, many actually have higher tuition prices than state-supported schools, which are subsidized so as to appear to be lower cost.42 Students are instead pleased that low-cost universities offer courses any time of the day or night, at any time of year—even as the traditional universities disparage it.

The second counter-point relates to the job that students hire their universities to do. The job that many 18-year-old high school graduates hire a university to do is in some ways to provide an out-of-home transition to independent adulthood. Learning and receiving a degree from a prestigious institution are but dimensions of this core job. Yet the job that students typically hire low-cost universities to do is laser focused: Help me get better employment. The students that hire these universities are different as a result. The average age of students at the University of Phoenix is 36, about two-thirds are female, and half are drawn from racial minorities.43

The third point about the quality of low-cost universities is that online learning technologies now constitute an upwardly scalable engine in the arsenals of low-cost universities. The computer industry again serves as an example here. As the computer industry transitioned through sequential steps of disruption to lower-cost, more accessible machines, the central job that customers hired these computers to do was different in each of the broader market circles. When the technology was only able to do the job of the new circle and not the job in a prior circle, the markets existed separately. But when the disruptive technology had improved to the point that it did the new job and the prior job well enough, customers were quickly drawn into the outer next ring.

This suggests that the low-cost universities will figure out how to do the “transition to independent adulthood” job better and better over time. In fact the physical infrastructure likely already exists for them to grow into this job given that they already operate full campuses across the country.
Actions for policymakers and traditional universities

Society has been quite willing to allow the disrupted companies to fail in most industries where disruption has occurred. Control Data, Burroughs, NCR, Sperry Univac, Digital Equipment, Prime Computer, and Wang are all computer companies that were disrupted and ultimately failed in the computer business after having had some period of success. Nortel is gone, as is Polaroid for all intents and purposes. General Motors went through bankruptcy, and so on.

Yet it does not appear that society will tolerate the widespread collapse of the traditional universities that presently face financial crisis. We hope that the concepts in this paper will help leaders of these universities as well as policymakers formulate more permanent solutions than just relying upon increased fundraising or increased tuition to postpone the day of reckoning associated with business models that are vulnerable to disruption.

Decisions by state and federal officials

The evolution of institutions is best managed at the corporate level rather than the business unit level because business units are not organized to evolve, as discussed above. Elected state officials and boards of higher education, as well as federal officials—hereafter called “officials”—are therefore vitally important decision makers in the response to this crisis. They must honestly ask and answer two crucial questions.

The first is this: is the traditional universities’ business model sustainable? These institutions have not historically been disruptable. Traditional universities have therefore competed only on a sustaining-innovation basis, which has inherently entailed increasing their tuition at 10 percent per year, year over year, in nominal terms if they were to remain competitive. They have not been forced to pass this full cost on to students because the country has been able to subsidize tuition through alumni donations, earnings from endowment investments, and govern-
ment funding. But it is unclear whether this can continue in the future—especially in the face of evidence that online education represents an upwardly scalable disruptive technology. We believe that there are few traditional universities that can answer yes to this question.

The second question that officials must ask is whether their primary stewardship is to facilitate the best possible postsecondary education and training for the people in their state or whether they are appointed to be the caretakers of the specific institutions that have historically provided higher education. This was historically not an either-or question, but now it is. If officials frame their responsibility in terms of the people in their states, then Kaplan, Walden, Phoenix, DeVry, and Western Governors must be viewed as powerful allies in the fight to provide more effective higher education and training. If officials view their charge as one of ensuring the health of today’s institutions of higher learning, then these low-cost universities must be framed as competitors and enemies.

We believe that officials are responsible for training and educating the people they have been elected and appointed to serve, rather than acting as custodians of institutions. If that is correct, then officials need to begin viewing the for-profit universities and other disruptors as part of their portfolio of educational institutions, alongside the public and not-for-profit colleges and universities in their system. These are institutions that, after all, enroll more than 2 million students, are increasing enrollment by 30 percent every year, and provide education that students and employers seem to value highly at 40 percent lower cost—in terms of spending per student—than traditional universities. They are at present wildly profitable because of the pricing umbrella that their high-cost competitors hold over them along with several policies that have helped to create a price floor, below which there is little incentive to price their offerings. They are not benign curiosities. Many policy principles flow from these observations.

Allow low-cost disruptions to gain share

Policymakers must first address higher-education budget constraints by helping low-cost disruptive universities—public and private—gain market share by eliminating barriers and partnering with them to grow enrollments and capability. These partnerships should foster new models of higher education in autonomous business units separate from the existing institutions.
This is what Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels did recently when he signed an executive order creating WGU Indiana, which is Indiana’s eighth state university as well as a new branch of Western Governors University. The move is in effect a white labeling—Western Governors will produce and manage the university, which will be branded as a state university. It is a perfect example of managing the disruption at “the corporate level,” or at the level of the state system of higher education rather than at the level of individual institutions in Indiana. This expansion of Indiana’s state education system will come at no extra cost to the state either, as WGU Indiana does not need state funding like the other colleges because it is self-sustaining on tuition alone.

Students will be able to use state financial aid for tuition at WGU Indiana, which is about $6,000 a year. With no additional state subsidies, that’s truly a low-cost degree. WGU Indiana will also initially help adults—nonconsumers of traditional universities—earn degrees at their own pace and on their own schedule, in classic disruptive fashion. Another aspect of the arrangement also helps to frame the role that foundations may usefully play in making quality higher education affordable, as the startup costs for Western Governors were funded through grants from the Lumina Foundation for Education, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and the Lilly Endowment.44

**Encourage the move toward competency-based and next-generation learning models**

Western Governors University helps to suggest another role for policymakers—or at the very least actions not to take. Western Governors University awards degrees based on competency, rather than because students sat through a certain number of hours of classes and did not fail. Students are therefore able to move at their own pace, and instead of being charged by the credit hour, they are charged a flat rate for a six-month term. The student progresses when he or she demonstrates mastery of a skill or a set of knowledge.

Western Governors is certainly not unique—there are several institutions that have done something similar before both Western Governors and online learning existed. But this flexibility is something for which online learning is particularly well suited, and it has significant educational advantages. Time is fixed by credit hour or semester in most schools with traditional in-class, teacher-led instruction. Student learning is therefore highly variable, as not all students learn at the same pace.
Yet time is naturally a variable in most online learning programs. Students can learn when it is convenient for them and at the pace that is right for them. The learning can therefore be constant, so that students only progress once they have fully understood a set of concepts or a given unit. Actionable assessments can be easily embedded in online learning courses and allow students to accelerate past concepts and skills they understand and have mastered and instead focus their time where they most need help at the level most appropriate for them. Many of the conventional ways of measuring education do not apply to this disruptive innovation as a result because they tend to focus on inputs such as seat time, dollars spent per student (thereby rewarding those institutions that cost more), and student-teacher ratios. Policy efforts, such as regulation that the Department of Education is considering currently, that intentionally or unintentionally lock in the credit hour as the unit of measure based on seat time, for example, hold back the innovation in some significant ways to the detriment of students. Few online universities beyond Western Governors currently take advantage of the inherent time variable-learning constant nature of the medium.

**Moving beyond measuring degree attainment**

This points to another policy challenge that is counterintuitive on its surface. Many—from both political parties and from many sectors of society—have framed the principal domestic challenge in higher education as restoring the United States to its former place atop all countries in higher education attainment as measured by degrees. The Lumina Foundation’s goal for example is to increase the percentage of Americans who hold high-quality degrees, credentials, and certificates to 60 percent by 2025.

Yet only focusing on degree or credential attainment will not get the country—or its citizens—to where it needs to go in and of itself. This focuses policy on the wrong goal. Having more students merely holding higher education degrees does not guarantee that there will be jobs for them or that there will be more economic growth. One need only look at China for evidence. The country has done a remarkable job of increasing its population’s higher education attainment with the result that the “marginal graduates” of colleges and universities have a tough time finding jobs.

There are, of course, many countries where job opportunities have expanded as its citizens have obtained more degrees, but the reality is that a degree is an artificial measurement in and of itself. Higher education has used this metric in the past
because it is easily quantifiable and because the institution of higher education and the academy is structured around it. Employers have used attainment of a degree in hiring as a macro-branding signal to connote that someone likely had attained a certain set of skills. But a degree does not convey or mean that one has attained the specific skills or knowledge needed to do a given job. This is evidenced both by the amount of retraining employers do as well as the paradoxically large number of domestic job openings in spite of large numbers of unemployed people with degrees in the country. Focusing policy just around the pursuit of degree attainment creates a significant risk of accomplishing this goal with the outcome being a deflation in the value of a postsecondary credential. This in turn would only cause people to put more value on advanced degrees—and thereby cause individuals to waste money and time that they need not spend in their pursuit.

Western Governors University shows that online learning offers a natural medium to move toward focusing on competency-based measures around what one is actually able to do, about which employers and society at large are actually concerned. People do not go to college to attain a degree per se; receiving the degree is often just part of the experience they need to fulfill their job and signal completion. Some students might not need many of the courses required when they enroll in a credential-granting program at a university like the University of Phoenix. They often want better employment and acquiring a specific skill from a specific class may accomplish that for them. Completing the certificate itself has little value once they have completed that course. If they attained the skill and the University of Phoenix helped them do so without earning the degree, should we judge either the worse for it?

Shifting toward recognizing mastery of specific competencies where time is variable could even open up a path toward the recognition of lifelong learning, whereby people accumulate expertise over time through both formal and informal means. There are ways to measure that such that employers—in the governmental, not-for-profit, and for-profit realms—can see that a given prospective employee possesses the skill set to do what needs doing.

The accreditation “barrier”

Many have framed accrediting agencies as one of the most significant barriers that prevent innovation from occurring in higher education. Accreditation plays a significant role in higher education today. Universities that are not accredited do not have
access to financial aid funding from the government. And accreditation is seen as a stamp of quality—such that if a university is not accredited, the assumption is often that there is something subpar about it. And sometimes that is indeed the case.

Yet the accrediting agencies are currently made up of the members of accredited universities—so it is a self-policing organization that often appears to be preserving its members and keeping outsiders that operate differently out of the “club,” which bars innovative educational institutions from gaining legitimacy.

And yet several nontraditional universities have gained accreditation and innovated in different ways. Recall how disruption takes place in highly regulated industries. The disruptors almost never attack the incumbents and regulations head on. The successful disruptions have started by going around and outside of the reach of the regulations and avoiding head-on attacks. The disruptive innovators in higher education have been no exception.

Consider the case of Concord Law School, an online law school owned by Kaplan University. Concord was established in 1998 and is not an American Bar Association-approved law school although it did gain initial accreditation from the Accrediting Commission of the Distance Education and Training Council in 2000. This means that its students are not eligible for admission to the bar in some states. And yet it has grown and thrived.

Concord initially targeted people—generally adults (the average age of a Concord student today is 43)—whose goal was not necessarily to practice law, but to gain the legal education. An online law school was great for these students because of its convenience, as they could tailor it to their existing schedule. Concord’s first students sat for the California Bar Exam in 2003, and an increasing number of states have recognized their graduates as eligible for admission to the Bar as its graduates have proven themselves over time. Concord now serves roughly 1,500 students—up from 33 at its inception. And it became regionally accredited in 2007 through its merger with Kaplan, which made it eligible for the federal financial aid program. Other for-profit universities have gained accreditation through acquisition. They acquire not-for-profit universities that already have accreditation, which allows them to bypass the initial accrediting process and gain access to government dollars.

Fighting political fights with accreditation agencies that represent the incumbent organizations is unlikely to be a productive use of political capital. It will likely be more fruitful for disruptive institutions to find pathways around the accreditation and other regulations—so that there are more ways of forging innovative
programs like Concord and Western Governors. The government can aid in this through a mechanism we discuss below—and in so doing, further address the crux of the question that has lingered throughout this paper.

Encourage disruptions to provide more value at lower cost

The dominant thrust of higher education policy for over half a century now has been toward allowing more people to afford a higher education that is accredited. This has resulted in Pell grants and other financial aid programs, subsidies, and access to low-interest student loans, among other policies. But allowing students to afford what is an unaffordable education is no longer a viable proposition because the country’s traditional institutions of higher education, as well as the country itself, are under such heavy financial duress and only serving a very limited slice of the population.

Policymakers must shift their focus from how to enable more students to afford higher education, to how we can make a quality postsecondary education that delivers on a student’s given job affordable—for which disruption is the answer.

A significant problem with current federal policies is that the all-or-nothing access to federal funds for institutions does not compel students to make rational quality-cost trade-offs. It is no easier for students to get loans to colleges that offer a stellar return on investment than it is to get them for colleges that offer a poor one. And policy has mostly focused on the supply side of the equation and ignored the demand side. Nailing users’ jobs to be done on the demand side is what ultimately drives innovation.

Policy must change accordingly to encourage disruptive innovations and push them to be high quality and compete on price—which they largely do not do today—by influencing both the supply and demand sides. Rather than directly confronting existing organizations, federal policy could open up another way to its dollars other than accreditation—first through access to a new set of funds based on measures of quality and student satisfaction relative to cost, and later as an alternative path to the mainstream Title IV funds if this new path has proven itself effective without unintended consequences. The better a school performs on these measure compared to its peers, the more of its educational operation it could finance with federal aid—thereby eliminating the all-or-nothing access to federal dollars and encouraging students to make decisions based on quality and cost, which would drive institutions to innovate.
The government could add together four measures to create this metric—an institution’s Quality-Value Index (see Figure 11). The first measure is whether the institution helps a student get where he or she wants to go—its job-placement or school-placement rate. The second is how much the students’ earnings increase over some amount of time upon leaving the institution relative to the total revenue the institution received from all sources. The third is whether alumni would choose to repeat the experience. And the fourth measure is whether students are able to repay their loans—the institution’s cohort default rate? If this measure is used, default rates should be indexed to credit scores or a similar measure upon matriculation, or else institutions would retreat from serving students who are the least well-off and need education the most.

This formula changes a college’s access to funds from an all-or-nothing game, as it is now, to a sliding one based on how well it does on the QV Index. There are several advantages to a system like this. Students would feel the pressure to make smarter investment decisions in their education based on the historical quality of that investment because it would be easier to receive financing for schools that offer higher value. This would also be more effective than some of the policy proposals to create “shaming” lists that name poor quality institutions. And it is a departure from the current system in which an institution either clears a bar or does not—and therefore there is no pressure on the demand side for all of those institutions that clear the bar, which cannot be too high in the current system or it just eliminates access for many.

**TABLE 4**
Sample model: Percentage of revenue each university can receive based on QV ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QV ranking</th>
<th>Percent of revenue that can be drawn from Title IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top 25 percent</td>
<td>100 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-75th Percentile</td>
<td>90 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-50th Percentile</td>
<td>75 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-25 percent</td>
<td>50 percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 shows a sample of a potential sliding scale to determine how much an institution can finance its operations through federal Title IV funds. The ranking system, which is based on how an institution does relative to the others rather than an absolute number, is important because it will keep institutions competing to improve and jump into (or remain in) higher tiers.

The components of the QV Index itself are all based on the idea that the fundamental job for which students hire postsecondary education is to improve their futures. The government could change the weighting between the different components over time in the political process, but the fundamental equation would stay aligned on this job.

The first component—the 90-day placement rate upon a student’s departure—is reasonably self-explanatory. If institutions are serving their clients well and placing them in line for the next step in their lives—no matter what that may be—there should be a clear connection here.

The second element is vital—a student’s change in salary upon leaving an institution over some amount of time divided by the revenue per student or the total cost, which includes tuition, alumni gifts, financial aid, endowment payments, other subsidies. This serves as an incentive for institutions to offer an education that is affordable—not an education that we have just allowed people to afford regardless of true cost. There is currently little incentive to be lower cost in the market because of the ready access to the dollars regardless of price. Of course, paying more for that may make sense if an institution markedly increases one’s salary or earning power over the longer term upon leaving. But this would end the up-market incentives that push institutions to be more costly and thus rise higher in the U.S. News & World Report rankings. Students should be able to make good money because of—and relative to the cost of—the investment.

The third element—one’s retrospective satisfaction rating—would be based on answering the following question on a 10-point scale: “Knowing what you know now, would you choose to repeat your experience at X university?” The purpose of this is twofold. It corrects for the student that is not attending college to get the highest paying job and instead wants to work for a lower paying job—say in the not-for-profit sector—and believes it is worth paying more for that particular experience. It also judges whether students enjoy the experience while they are in attendance.
The fourth element is one that already receives significant attention in policy debates—the cohort default rate. This is another measure that asks whether people can afford the debt they have to incur to take what the university is offering.

This has significant advantages over measuring the quality of postsecondary institutions in tightly managed prescriptive ways—by creating assessments to measure learning and competencies for example—because students attend postsecondary institutions to gain a myriad of skills from culinary to academic. The various niche needs of society and the workforce are also always evolving. The overriding incentive here for students from this is to choose schools that are likely to deliver a lot of value at low cost because that’s where the money is. And schools looking to take advantage of financial aid will have to innovate to improve outcomes relative to costs. Their incentives will be to:

- Target a student population they can serve uniquely
- Create new business models that don’t push students out unless those students can pursue their goals better outside the system
- Deliver what the students need—whether that is good learning, connections, or something else
- More affordably serve students
- Make students happy
- Connect students to what they want

Both the not-for-profit and for-profit incumbents have been successful so far at warding off policies that seek to regulate quality. What the analysis from framing this through the disruptive innovation lens suggests is that perhaps this is not a battle that has to be fought on either side at the moment. Instead of managing the outcomes that we do not want to see, the goal of policy should be to unleash innovation by setting the conditions for good actors that improve access, quality, and value—be they for-profit, nonprofit, or public—to succeed. And if those institutions deliver, the landscape will shift over time, as it has in every other highly regulated market that was disrupted—especially if policymakers help to allow them to gain share and political power.

**Actions by traditional university leaders**

And what of the traditional universities—institions that have marked the American education landscape for over a century and hold much in our collective nostalgia? We would be remiss in not addressing here what their leaders can
and should do. We are deeply sorry that we cannot offer a tried-and-true method for the nonelite public research universities to address their dilemma. We are not aware of a single instance in which a business unit has disrupted itself.

We offer, however, the below guidelines for those public universities that must do what has not yet been done. Most nonelite private universities will have to seize the power of disruption by creating autonomous business units, just as IBM did. And the top institutions in the American college landscape—Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and so forth—will likely be able to move forward as they always have. As elite institutions that allow their students to enter into an elite network, their highly selective admissions processes and elite brands are key attributes. Elite brands that compete not on volume but by charging high prices and remaining elite are not disruptable by their very nature. That said, they could certainly contribute further to educating far more students than they do today and recognizing that education with credit were they to choose to do so through autonomous business models and different brands themselves.

Apply the correct business model for the task

For traditional universities, the cost is in the overhead, which is high because of the complexity inherent to their business models—specifically the pervasive practice of using a solution shop organizational structure for teaching students. A key to the cost position of universities like Phoenix and Walden is that they are organized to optimize the flow of students through the school, rather than being organized to optimize faculty’s ability to do their research. Brigham Young University-Idaho, which began its existence as a conventionally structured college, is in the midst of a dramatic restructuring to optimize the flow of students through the institution, as well by focusing on one value proposition.

The presumption of the business model innovators mentioned in the prior paragraph is that the business models of teaching and research are so different that the organization must choose one or the other. We know of only one institution—the Harvard Business School—that has successfully achieved international renown for excellence in teaching and research. Its MBA program is structured autonomously to optimize the flow of students through that program. Faculty research is organized in a solution shop manner. Administrative responsibilities for the two activities are kept separate, although individual faculty members participate in both enterprises. The vast majority of universities that try to carry on the work of both business models within the same administrative structure are mediocre and high cost at both.
Some institutions creating autonomous business models themselves, just as IBM did, will make it so that the overall university can survive even though the existing business unit may be disrupted. This path is certainly fraught with difficulty, but this is the only way that many universities will have a chance. Tiffin University, a nonprofit university in Ohio, for example, created an autonomous joint venture university called Ivy Bridge with a for-profit company, Altius. A few others have followed similar paths. It is unclear how these efforts will turn out. Universities that are able to leverage existing online courses—their existing fixed resources in effect—and utilize them in autonomous business models with very different processes and a very different revenue formula could very well have their own significant cost advantage over the current wave of disruptive low-cost institutions.

**Develop a strategy of focus**

The major category of costs in traditional universities is overhead costs, which are a function of the complexity created by the missions that most conventional universities have chosen for themselves. They aspire to become excellent in every field of research and instruction and to provide any course of study that any student might want. The beginning of a permanent solution for almost all universities is that they must choose in what area they will be excellent. It is only through focus that these institutions can reduce complexity. And it is only by reducing complexity that they can substantially reduce costs. Laying off faculty or administrative staff across the board or freezing employee salaries while leaving the basic mission and structure of the institutions unchanged is akin to straightening the deck chairs on the Titanic. It will not solve the problem of economic viability in the short run or the longer run—and it may very well drive quality faculty out and exacerbate and accelerate the institutions’ demise. Universities that have chosen this course appear to have held down price increases below the 10 percent year over year nominal increase, but they are in fact simply not keeping up with the competition as it is currently structured.

Only a very few will be able to compete effectively in the broad-spectrum research game against the likes of Harvard, Stanford, MIT, and U.C. Berkeley. Others will need to focus on fields of research in which they can excel. And there is great opportunity for schools that seek to become the best teaching universities in America.
Frame online learning as a sustaining innovation for the job to be done

Established institutions succeed predictably only at sustaining innovations, and so administrators in conventional universities need to frame online learning as a sustaining innovation that helps students do the job that they hired the university to do. They need to essentially use it to disrupt the traditional classroom experience. Indeed, this is what the North Carolina Community College has in effect been doing even in the absence of a deliberate strategy. And BYU-Idaho has adopted this approach as a deliberate strategy by leveraging its existing resources to offer online courses at a marginal cost, which has in turn allowed them to grow significantly.

Framing the structure of markets by the different jobs that customers hire a product to do instead of by product category quite often makes cows that formerly had been sacred become expendable, and vice versa. In-person teaching is one such sacred cow. Online learning would be fought and disparaged if students wanted only to sit at the feet of learned professors and absorb everything that could be learned from them. But if a large number of 18-year-old high school graduates do indeed hire college to facilitate their transition to independent adulthood, it is very possible that they would view online learning as a higher-quality experience than traditional teacher-in-the-classroom instruction.

Online learning is frequently disparaged because it is often asynchronous, and it is often done at a distance. This is a smokescreen. Distance learning was alive and well in 1970 when Clayton Christensen was seated with 200 other students in the 45th row of the massive Joseph Smith Auditorium at Brigham Young University in History 170, a general education course that he had to take for his social studies requirement. The teacher was never aware of Clay’s presence or absence because everything was “distance” beyond the fifth row. And the process was asynchronous: Clay was asleep while the teacher was lecturing and the teacher was asleep when Clay was reading the textbook. Asynchronous, distance learning is nothing new.

Especially where online learning is pitted in competition against graduate assistants in lecture halls, many students will accept online learning as a better, faster, more engaging way to get the job done.
Working with and having fun with friends is an important experience associated with the job of making the transition to independent adulthood, and so another important sustaining innovation with great potential to reduce cost is to build opportunities for students to teach each other into the structure of students’ pathways through college. Peer-to-peer teaching is not employing student teaching assistants to clarify issues that the professor did not teach clearly enough. It entails requiring students to be the primary teachers of the material. The reason we learn material much more deeply when we teach rather than when we listen to someone teach us is that in order to teach the material, we need to format it to fit our own experiences and cognitive abilities. Peer-to-peer teaching is a sustaining innovation relative to the students’ job to be done—even though it shakes many faculty members’ beliefs about how learning occurs.
Conclusion

This report has not sought to study higher education to reach conclusions about higher education. Rather, it has been to treat the industry’s challenges, at their core, as problems of managing innovation effectively. We therefore examine the industry through the lenses of the theories that have emerged from research on innovation.

Higher education has seen incredible cost inflation in recent years, which is reflected in the 10 percent annual rate of inflation of tuition in nominal terms. This is the perfectly natural result of head-on competition in the plane of sustaining innovation. Disruption hasn’t historically been possible in higher education because there hasn’t been an upwardly scalable technology driver available. Yet online learning changes this. Disruption is usually underway when the leading companies in an industry are in financial crisis, even while entrants at the “low end” of the industry are growing rapidly and profitably. This is currently underway in higher education.

This report is meant to give policymakers as well as the administrators and trustees of traditional universities a language and a way of framing the problem so that they can formulate and implement viable strategies for staying strong in the future.
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